The civilized christian Bible New Testíment alone has isolated

32,000 acts that must be done that causes a phenomenon or an act that
cannot be explained under' any civilized sciences that would not insult
everyone. These believers start with the first basic five and end up with
only one out of the five, as that act that makes them spiritual, who
then start large Religious Foundations with millions as followers. These
leadersend up as hasbeens or spiritually dead.
The statistics that make them spiritual is .OOl% out of every lO0,000
people healed after being prayed for. One must give the Prophet of Gloom
some credit spiritually, because this is not a good statistic. If you
gave such a statistic to the medical profession, they'd laugh you out
the door. Somehow one gets the feèling, this Prophet of Gloom has visited
either an Indian Sweat Lodge, Kiva, or Long House who have about a /75%
success rate from those that come seeking this phenomenon. But than Indian
tribes have had prayer lines for the Ill30,000 years before there was a
christian belief as it is known today. It is part of being Indian or the
lifestyle, and those that do corne, expect the phenomenon‘to happen as part
of everyday living. You say:"lndians are sick today!" True! But how many
religious places are there on Indian reservations? What places you do find
have given up the Old way for new christian witchcraft rituals__found in
the Book: EYE OF ISIS.
The Prophet of Gloom, having; little success with spiritual gifts and
how they are to be used, decides to take the easy way out and become a
Prophet of Gloom or just a plain Prophet. Little does he know that being
a Prophet is not that easy and only comes successfully after one has had
good statistics with all spiritual gifts. However, it is a turning point*
in this indivídual'e life to see if what has been taught is true and correct
and»there must be a sign that there is a true ané correct God.

